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Equipped Armor

goes to the right
of the character

I
Equipment cards

come in Tilted

RaceName

*Creature cards are similarto charactercards except they do not
have FlavorText or guides for Weapon Modifiersand Armor.

Starting Weapon Modifiers or
Weapon replacements go to the
left and align with one or both hands.
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Cards and Card Anatomy
Pit Fighter has four primary types of cards recognizable

by their color schemes: characters (purple), Equipment
(green), Action (orange), and Creatures (red).

II. Play Area Layout Using the Character Card Guides

1. Character and Creature Card Layout*

4 Character Cards

2 copies of Expansion Set One
1 Game Board

1 2S-page Score Pad

PIT :""fER:
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But today you are lucky. Today the mayor has decided to

allow you and the other criminals to fight for the chance to
buy freedom and provide entertainment for the masses

while doing so. Around the Great Pit, crowds crush in to

wager on those less fortunate than they. The gold you need
to buy your way out of your predicament is there a hundred

times over. And what's more ...the chance for glory!

Character, Trap and Creature Hexes
Use these hexes to mark the board position of characters,

traps that are thrown, and any Creatures that are in play.

Win the crowd and win your freedom. The cost is 1000
gold. Today must be your day, for the losers will not have

this chance again, and tomorrow the executioner awaits.

NUMBE~ OF PLAYEPJ - 2+
Actually, it's 2-163 (the number of hexes on the board.)

tHE f[O"-y
The empire is vast, old, and corrupt. Power, intrigue, and

backdoor double deals are as common place as the rat

infested slums that surround the capital of Hurin-al Hurin.

Almost anything can be bought with the right price, even
your freedom. A crime has been committed. You are

innocent, but that hardly matters in the eyes of the law:

Someone must pay, why not you?

COMPONENTS
1 Rules Booklet

4 Character Hexes

3 Trap Hexes
2 Creature Hexes

2 Six-Sided Dice (2d6)*
*Youmaywant to use more dice. Standard size (12mm)six-sidersare
recommended to fit in the dice counter boxes on some cards.



III. Action and Equipment Card Layout

Action and Equipment Cards differ in how they are

played,but are similar in layout.

Card Name

Flavor

Text

Game Board Layout

Damage Dice
Stack

Start Hex

(for 2 player game)

Copyright

IV Card Guidelines

Cards follow the guidelines stated below, however if there is

a discrepancy between card text and these rules, the text on

the card takes precedence.

• All card effects resolve immediately after the card is

played and before anything else. If a card has a cost,

the cost is paid immediately. The player must have

enough gold to pay for a card and all its possible
effects before he may play it. (For example -'-Dirt in

the Eye. The player must have at least 50 gold after

he has paid for the card in case he rolls a 1-2 and is

forced to pay the 50 gold penalty.)
• A player may only use cards from his deck. He may

never take a card or use a card from an opponent's
deck, unless indicated on a card.

• Unless otherwise specified, cards affecting the damage

taken or given are played during the Attack Phase.
• Keywords and Symbols are used to indicate terms or

concepts that have a specific meaning or set of
parameters in the game. Keywords are in bold and are

defined in detail on Page 7. The chart of Symbols is

on Page 6.

• If two cards are in conflict, the card that was played

first takes precedence.

Start Hex

(for 2 player game)
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Pl~YUNG tHE G~
Victory Condition
Be the first player to win his freedom by gaining 1000 gold.

Overview
The game is played in rounds, which are made up of turns
that alternate between players. Each round ends when one
player's character reaches zero Exhaustion Points and falls
unconscious, or when a player reaches the 1000 gold victory
condition.

Each player starts with 100 gold, one character card, and a
deck of cards. The starter game comes with 2 copies of
Expansion Set One.

• In this basic game, each player uses one of these sets,
thus having only 20 cards each for their total deck.

• For normal play,players create and customize their
own deck of cards around their choice of characters

from the starter decks and expansions packs that are
available for the game. The minimum deck size is 40
cards and no more than 3 copies of anyone card may
be used in a deck. For players that are unfamiliar with
customizing decks, see the section on Building A
Deck, Page 7.

• A sidebar (a reserve set of cards that can be used to
modify your deck) of no more than 8 cards is
permitted, and may be accessed between rounds, and
not before Round One.

The goal of the game is wealth. Gold is awarded to a player
for every point of damage his character deals in the arena.
At the beginning of the game, as the crowd takes sides

without bias, each point of damage dealt earns the attacker
20 gold. Once a player has reached 400 gold, the crowd

senses a possible underdog. and the betting shifts. From 401
to 700 gold, 15 gold is earned per point of damage dealt.
As the battle nears conclusion, the crowd avidly bets for a
longer fight. From 701-1000 gold, each point of damage
dealt earns just 10 gold.

C;~ SET-UP
Step 1: Choosing Combatants
A combatant is any character or Creature fighting in the
arena. A player chooses one character at the beginning of
the game. This character will be their combatant for the

entire game. Creatures may enter the combat through the
use of cards or when defined by a specific scenario.

The character hexes are placed on the game board hexes
marked START (for a two player game). For more than
two combatants, choose starting places that are as
equidistant and as wide-spread as possible.

Step 2: Arming for Battle
Each player chooses SO gold worth of cards from his deck
before combat begins. Gold may be spent on any type and
number of cards so long as the combined cost (using the
first cost amount if there are two on the card) does not
exceed SO gold. Chosen cards are not secret. Equipment
cards chosen may be immediately equipped in ready state
(un-Tilted). Action cards chosen will be added to the
player's starting hand in addition to the five cards drawn in
Step 4. This SO gold is not taken from the player's starting
pool of 100 gold, and any gold not used in this step is lost.

Step 3: Starting Player is Determined
The order of play is determined by a random die roll at the
beginning of the round and remains the same throughout
the round. The player with the highest die roll determines
who will go first. In the case of a tie, keep rolling until the
tie is resolved.

Step 4: Starting Hands are Dealt
Each player shuffles his deck and then draws five cards for
his starting hand.

O~E~ OF PL~Y
Each player's turn consists of six phases. The player
currently taking his turn is considered the active player.
other combatant can move, attack, or take actions except
as stated in the phase descriptions or as indicated on a card.

Phase Order
1. Equipping Phase
2. Movement Phase One
3. Attack Phase
4. Movement Phase Two
5. Check Effects Phase
6. Draw Phase

Equipping Phase:
• Un-Tilt all Tilted cards.

• The active player may play any Equipment cards
from his hand at the indicated cost.

• All items equipped come into play Tilted (on their
side) and remain Tilted until the player's next

Equipping Phase. Tilted cards are considered to be
equipped, but cannot be used until they un-Tilt.

• At any time, if a player uses an equipped card and
that card is neither discarded after use nor able to be

(I) used again this turn, he must Tilt the card.



Movement Phase One:
• A character may move in ONLY ONE of the two

Movement Phases unless allowed by a specific card
or character ability.

• The character may move any or all of his movement

as indicated on his character card during the phase.
• When movement is modified by a circumstance

during game play, all numbers are rounded down.

For example - Steel's 2J=IAxe does + 3d6 damage, so
3d6 is added to the Damage Dice Stack once he declares

an attack. But, when Splocket throws a Grenade, 2d6

of damage is immediately rolled and taken by the target.

Immediate damage (withollt a + / - or with the Immediate

Damage Symbol) is not added to the Damage Dice Stack
and cannot be increased or decleased by any card effect.

The Da1j,1:age Dice. Stack",lQ.<;;gins when an atttlock involv~$
~ dice fl!m{JI~m:twith a +l", 0;t;h~Damage. Dice..Symb(')l.

these. di~e. <W~ placed it'): the. Damage Dice. Stack alea on
the board. As cards and abilities are use.d,"dice. a~e added

and subttat:;ted from the D4mag~ Dice Stack. The final
result is the number Qf dice rolled tel determine the

damage dealt in that attack. The Damage Dice Stack<
always starts at zero and can go into negative numbers.

• A character's fists are considered Melee. Fists add

+Od6 to the Damage Dice Stack. Each fist takes one
hand action.

• Attacks within the same turn do not need to be

against the same combatant.

Draw Phase:
• The active player draws two cards from his deck.

• The player may pay 40 gold to draw an additional card

during this phase, but may only ever draw 2 additional

cards per round in this manner.
• If the player has no more cards in his deck, he will not

be able to draw any more cards for any reason this
round. Discarded cards are never shuffled back into

the draw pile unless indicated by a specific card or
character ability until the start of a new round.

• At the end of the player's draw phase, he discards

down to his maximum hand size, which is eight unless

changed by a card effect or character ability.

']'~.lIe-S'Oit DQI1'l1l ~ tl'eJI'.r ~.~ ',.. O'I!;~?~&~,,~

Movement Phase Two:
See rules under Movement Phase One

Check Effects Phase:
Turn down the value of the die counter on any continuous

effect in play or discard the effect if it has expired. This

includes any continuous effect that was brought into play
this turn. Continuous effects do not incur an additional cost

or use hands to maintain unless stated on the card or ability

for that effect. Range only applies for the inital use of a card
or ability with a continuous effect.

aI~']~\'I«I~,
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Attack Phase
• Each character gets 2 hand actions per turn. Hand

actions may be used for attacks or cards that require

hands to use. Cards that require hands will have the

hand symbol displayed on the card with the number

of hands required to use the item. Equipment listed
on the character cards will also indicate how many

hands are required. For example - a character

attacking with a two-handed Weapon will use both

hand actions for his attack. A character using a one

handed Weapon will have an hand action remaining
for another one-handed action (for example - another

one-handed Weapon, a bandage, ete.) The

handedness of a card is applicable only when the card

is used, which is not always when the card is played.

For example - Sprocket plays Bandages during his

Equipping Phase, but applying a bandage uses a hand

and, so he must do that in a future Attack Phase (after
the card un-Tilts. For cards with a continuous effect,

the handedness is applicable only for the initial use
unless stated on the card.

• Each attack is declared and resolved separately

following the rules under Order of Combat on Page 5.

• The same one-handed Weapon may never be used

twice in one Attack Phase unless specifically allowed
by a card or character ability.

• Unless specified, cards affecting the damage taken or

given are used only during the Attack Phase. ®



COMB)..t EXAMPLE

Sprocket has his firs opportunity to act.
He must use his Armor before playing
any cards, so he Tilts his Buckler to
remove 1d6 from the Damage Dice
Stack, bringing it down to 2d6.

Steel plays a Just Barely card. This adds
1d6 to the Damage Dice Stack, bringing
it back to 3d6.

Steel still has cards to play. He adds a Solid Hit
(+3d6) and a Firm Hit (+2d6) to bring the
Damage Dice Stack to 8d6. He then also passes
which completes the Damage Dice Stack. Steel
rolls the 8d6 for 28 points of damage! Sprocket
reduces his Exhaustion Points by 28 and Steel
gains 560 gold (assuming he was under 401 gold
before he attacked).

Sprocket passes.

moves 1 hex closer to Sprocket. He's still two hexes away,
but he has a Chain Weapon card equipped to his 2H Axe,
giving it a + 1 range. Steel uses both hand actions to
attack Sprocket with his 2H Axe. 3d6 for the axe's
damage is added into the Damage Dice Stack.

The defender has his first opportunity to act. If he has

Armor equipped, he must apply any Armor-related

reductions (unless stated on the card) before taking any

other action. If no equipped Armor can be applied,
he may play an appropriate card from his hand or

apply an appropriate non-Armor equipped card.
4. The attacker may play an appropriate card from his

hand or apply an appropriate equipped card.
S. Cards may continue to be played or used in alternation

until both players pass. Once a player passes he

cannot play or use a card later during the same attack.
6. Damage dice (if any remain) are rolled.
7. The rolled amount is subtracted from the defender's

Exhaustion Point total, which cannot fall below zero.

8. The attacker receives an amount of gold per point

inflicted upon the defender (see table under the Playing
the Game section on Page 3.) Damage beyond the

defender's remaining Exhaustion Points is not counted.
9. If the defender's Exhaustion Points reach zero, he falls

unconscious. If the defender is a player's character,

the round ends. See section on "Reaching Zero

Exhaustion Points" on Page 6.
All cards played during the attack are discarded unless

they have an ongoing effect that is stated on the card.

10.

Two Center Hexes

of Trap (white)

Radius of

Trap (red)

O~E" OF COMBAT
3.1. Active player declares an attack by stating the target

and Weapon that will be used. The Weapon must be

already equipped (either Starting Equipment or an
un-Tilted equipped card), a Spell card, or an Instant
use of a Melee or Missile card. The attack must be

within the following guidelines:

• Attacks can only be made against combatants

within range of the stated Weapon. (Unless

specified, all Melee have a range of the
adjacent hex only.)

• All attacks must have Line of Sight in order to

be performed. See Line of Sight rules on Page 6.
2. The active player's character attacks. All hits are

automatic and the number of damage dice wielded by

the attacker (as determined by the Weapon and any
designated attachments) are either rolled (in the case

of immediate damage) or added to the Damage Dice
Stack and now threaten the defender. If the attacker

is wearing Armor or has other cards in effect that

reduce the amount of damage he can do, those damage
dice are taken off in this step. If all damage rolled
was in the form of immediate damage, proceed
directly to Step 7 unless further actions are allowed

by a character ability or card effect.

Sprocket draws and ends his turn.

Steel Vs. Sprocket
During his Attack Phase, Sprocket uses his first hand action to
throw a Grenade on Steel's hex. A Grenade is immediate
damage, and so he rolls 2d6 for a total of 8, which
Steel takes from his Exhaustion Points.

Assuming Sprocket has less than 401
gold before the attack, he receives
160 gold for the damage dealt.

With his other hand action,

Sprocket throws a Frost Trap
into the same hex as Steel.

After his Equipping Phase, Steel moves 1 hex
closer to Sprocket, which releases the Frost Trap.
The Trap does 1d6 Frost Damage, which is immediate
damage, however, Steel has 1d6 of Frost resistance.
Sprocket rolls a 4 on a 1d6 for the damage, Steel rolls
a 2 on a 1d6 for the resistance and so takes 2 points of
damage. Sprocket receives 40 gold.

The Frost Trap reduces Steel's remaining movement by half
(rounded down). Since he had 3 movement points left, his
movement is now 1. With his last movement point, Steel



•

Damage Dice Symbol- the amount and type of
damage dice that are added to the Damage Dice
stack. See section on Types of Damage, Page 4.

Immediate Damage Symbol- the amount of
damage a character takes immediately before any
other effects of that card take place. See section
on Types of Damage, Page 4.

Movement Symbol- the effect the card has on
the target's base movement.

Conti!mous Effect Symbol- how long the effect
of the card lasts. Continuous effects are checked

at each "Check Effects Phase" on the player's turn.

Hand Symbol- the number of hands required to
use the card when applied by the active player
during his Attack Phase. See the Attack Phase
description on Page 4 for details.

Range Symbol- the minimum and maximum
range at which the card can be used unless altered
by another card or character ability.

Area of Effect Symbol- the effect of the card is
more than a single hex. Usually, the area of effect
will be one or two target hexes and the hexes
surrounding, but the exact area will be indicated
either on the card or in the rules.

Die Counter Symbol- use to track items or
effects of the card that have multiple use or last
for a number of turns. Place a die in the box with
the number of items or turns to be counted and
turn it down a value each time the count reduces.

Cost Symbol - the cost of the card to play from

(~ a player's hand. The first number is the cost to~ equip the card during the Equipping Phase. The

'~." . second number is the cost to play the card as an~Instant Use during the Attack Phase. See section
on Instant Use for details, Page 4.

Most cards in the game use a variety of symbols to indicate
how the card works. Many of the symbols will have a
specific value on them that tells you exactly how that aspect
is affected. An "X" on a symbol means that the card affects
that symbol's aspect (movement, range, etc.), but the exact
value is variable. The play text box at the bottom of the
card will describe how that variable applies as well as give
any additional conditions or explanations needed to play the
card.

SYMBOLS

Legal Hexes: A legal hex is any hex a combatant can
occupy. The hex cannot be occupied by an obstacle or
another combatant, and must be one of the light colored,
entire hexes on the board. If an action forces a combatant

into an occupied hex, the result of the movement is ignored,
but the remaining effects on the card still take place.

Starting Equipment: Items in the Starting Equipment
section of the character card are often similar, if not
identical to, available Equipment cards. These items do
not count toward the maximum of 3 copies of a card per
deck. Players are free to determine how they will track
when the item is used, although using a die counter is
recommended.

Facing: Facing is irrelevant in the basic game. Characters
always face their opponents. Character and Creature hexes
have a green line along one of their edges to indicate the
front should players wish to develop advanced play using
facing.

OTHE~ ClAJtJfICATIONS

Line of Site (LOS): Any attack or action performed must
-, have LOS to the target hex or combatant. LOS is drawn

from hex center to hex center. Any obstacle that will block
LOS will be stated on the card. If LOS tracks along the
edge of a hex that has an obstacle, then LOS is not
disrupted. Characters and Creatures are not considered
obstacles.

REACHING ZEM EXHAUSTION POINt'S
If a player's character reaches zero Exhaustion Points and
the victory conditions have not been met, the game then
resets and starts a new round. All combatants are healed to

full Exhaustion Points and all cards (including equipped and
discarded cards) are reshuffled back into their decks. If a

.•.•player has less than 100 gold at the end of the round, he
starts the new round with 100 gold - call it a Pity Bet!
Unless playing the basic game, each player has the option to
switch out up to 8 cards in his deck from a pre-established
sidebar. Play then starts at Game Set Up Step 2.



I<£YWOPJ) DESC~PTIONS
Action: May only be played during the Attack Phase of a
turn, unless otherwise specified on the card.

Animal: Any non-Monster, non-player Creature.

Armor: A character can only have one piece of any Armor
that covers the same body part. Body Parts are noted on the
Armor cards in the play text. This rule applies to Armor
that is both equipped and played as an Instant Use. For
example - if Grotas has Plate Armor equipped, he could not
equip Leather Armor or play Leather Armor as an Instant
Use.

• Any equipped piece of Armor can be discarded in
the player's Equipping Phase.

• Armor effects Spell casting. When using any Armor,
a caster must roll a 3 or higher on a ld6 or the Spell
fails to be cast. Gold used to play the Spell card is
lost and no Spell effect occurs. Subtract 1 from the
number rolled for each -ld6 of Armor that the caster

has equipped. For example - a caster wearing Plate
Armor, which brushes off -3d6 damage, would
subtract 3. As such, he would need to roll a 6 on the

1d6 to successfully cast the Spell.

Creature: Any non-player combatants in the form of
Animals and Monsters. Creatures are not under the

control of any character, unless indicated by a card. See
the Creatures in the Pit section on Page 8 for more specific
rules on playing with Creatures.

Equipment: Must be played during the Equipping Phase of
a player's turn, unless otherwise specified on the card, or
unless it can be played as an Instant Use.

Fire: Any effect that uses Fire as a base. Damage done
from cards or abilities with the Fire keyword is considered
Fire damage.

Frost: Any effect that uses Frost as a base. Damage done
from cards or abilities with the Frost keyword is considered
Frost damage.

Magic: Any Equipment or Action having magical
properties. All characters have access to items with the
Magic keyword.

Melee: A type of Weapon that has no inherent range effects.

Missile: A type of Weapon that is useable from a distance.

Monster: Any non-Animal, non-player Creature.

Spell: A specific type of Action card. Spells incorporate
both Magic and Action keywords.

• Only characters with the Spell keyword can use Spell
• Once the effect of a Spell is competed, the card is

discarded, unless otherwise specified on the card.

Trap: Traps are set by being thrown into a hex. The Trap ..
is released when an opponent moves into an affected hex.

• A Trap's area of effect is a 2 hex area and all adjacen ,_
hexes. Only one of the 2 hex center area needs to be
within the range limit of the Trap. A Trap's area of
effect must be designated when the Trap is set.

• The character who sets the Trap may always pass
through the affected hexes without releasing it,
however; when the Trap is released, it affects all
combatants in the Trap radius.

• Traps may be placed in the same hex as an opponent.
• The effects of the Trap, once released, take place

immediately.

• Overlapping areas of effect stack. For example - a
hex that is in range of two Grease Traps would cost
4 movement points to enter.

• Once a Trap has been set, the card has been used.
However, the player may opt to keep the card in view
(but out of his play area) for reference until the
Trap's effect is no longer in play.

• If more than one Trap is released at the same time,
they release in the order that they were set.

Weapon: A Weapon is any Equipment or Action that
intiates damage; primarily Melee, Missile, and Spells.

BUILDINC; A DECK
If you are not familiar with the concept of deck building,
Pit Fighter is a great way to start. Using cards from the
Expansion Sets (including the two in this starter game),
choose a character or theme to guide your deck. For
example - you could be a heavy melee (close-in) fighter
looking to deal and withstand a lot of damage, or you may
focus on long-range attacks and staying away from your
opponent. Once you get started on ideas, you'll find that
there is almost no limit to the type and variation of decks
you can create. Have fun!

A few tips to remember:

• The number of copies of each card (3 maximum) an
the size of your deck (40 cards minimum) will affect
how likelyyou are to get the cards you need.

• You will want to focus on your theme, one deck can't
effectively be all things at once.

• You can accommodate different opponents by using
your 8-card sidebar.
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Rules for Creature Scenarios
Instead of normal game play, players may choose to team
up against a Creature. Most of d1e rules for summoned

Creatures remain in effect, with the following changes:
• The Creature goes first.

• Players not being attacked by or not currendy

attacking the Creature can play cards for the
Creature at half the cost of the card rounded down

to the nearest multiple of 5. This means that the

damage done by and to the Creature can now be
affected using the normal rules under Order of
Combat.

• Characters cannot attack each other.

• Gold is received according to normal game play

rules (aginst both Creatures and characters.)

• The scenario ends either when both players or the

Creature have reached zero exhaustion points. At

that point, the player with the highest gold wins,
evenif that is a player with zero Exhaustion Points.

• The killing blow to the Creature gives the attacking
player an additional 100 gold.

3. Gold

• The summoner of the Creature gets no gold for
damaging the Creature, however, he will receive 5

gold for every point of damage the Creature does

to an opponent. If he controls the Creature, he

receives 10 gold per point of damage. (Note:

charming a Creature is not d1e same as controlling.) I·~.•,)
• Players other than the summoner receive 10 gold

per point of damage they do to d1e Creature.

They also receive 5 gold per point of damage that
the Creature does to the summoner.

Additional Creatures and Creature scenarios will be

introduced in the tournament program, through
expansions, and on the website at www:cheeseweasel.net.
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<;AME CMDltS
D~<;ECHA"t

Dmg x20 x15 x10

Dmg x20 x15 x10Dmg x20 x15 x10
1

20151016320 240 16031620 465 310
2

4030 2017340 255 17032640 480 320
3

60 453018360 270 18033660 495 330
4

80 60 4019380 285 19034680 510 340
5

100 755020400300 20035700 525 350
6

120 90 6021420 315 21036720 540 360
7

140 105 7022440 330 22037740 555 370
8

160 120 8023460 345 23038760 570 380
9

180 135 9024480 360 24039780 585 390
10

200 150 10025500 375 25040800 600 400
11

220 165 11026520 390 26041820 615 410
12

240 180 12027540405 27042840 630 420
13

260 195 13028560420280 43860 645 430
14

280 210 14029580435 29044880 660 440
15

300225 15030600 450 30045900 675 450

1. Movement

• Creatures will target the closest combatant to them
within their movement limitations and within Line of

Sight. If the distance is equal, then a die is rolled.

• The Creature moves in the most direct line possible

to a hex adjacent to its target. If two equal paths are

available, the Creature will avoid anything that blocks

Line of Sight. If no combatant can be targeted, the
Creature will move in a random direction to the

extent of it's movement in a direct path, and stop at
any illegal space or anything that blocks Line of Sight.

• If the Creature can move within range of two
combatants, it will.

Attack

• The Creature attacks using the Equipment and
Special Abilities indicated on its Creature card. Rolls

for the Creature are made by an uninvolved player.
• If two or more combatants are within range, roll to

determine the order of the Creature's attacks and, if

necessary, to determine who will be the target of
multiple attacks.

• Unless otherwise specified by a card or ability, damage
done by Creatures cannot be increased, but can be
reduced.

Rules for Creatures Summoned Into The Pit
The Creature has two phases: Movement and Attack. Its
turn is immediately following the character's turn that

summoned it. This turn order is unchanged until the
Creature is killed or the round ends.

CM~ru~s IN THE PIT
Creatures can enter the Pit either by being summoned by
characters or when playing a Creature scenario.


